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High operating costs associated with conventional electric dehumidification have made
fossil-fuel fired desiccant dehumidification technology appealing to building owners and
operators. Electric dehumidification however, is more effective than desiccant
dehumidification when applications exceed 40 percent relative humidity.

This paper describes an energy-efficient electric dehumidification product that integrally
incorporates an air-to-air heat exchanger for energy recovery and a modulating bypass
feature for variable latenUsensible cooling control. This paper also summarizes the
results of development work conducted since 1985, with primary focus on the technical
lessons learned. Dehumidifier system performance characteristics are discussed and
the benefits of the dehumidification technology, including potential energy savings, are
detailed. The final research, development and demonstration plan for the
dehumidification system is also presented here.

INTRODUCTION
The new product is an energy-effìcient humidity and temperature control system
intended for use in applications such as supermarkets, manufacturing facilities, indoor
swimming pools, health care facilities, department stores and other commercial facilities.
The system has been successfully field tested in a number of applications since 1985,
and has been shown to use one-half the energy of conventional electric dehumidification
systems. ln addition, the system has minimal air and water flow requirements and a
high degree of reliability. U.S. and Canadian patents have been granted.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY
The self-regulating humidity and air temperature control system for indoor swimming
pools, supermarkets and other humidity control applications comprises a circulating fan,
a series of plenums and an air-to-air heat exchanger. Warm, humid air is drawn through
one side of the air-to-air heat exchanger by the fan, for precooling and dehumidification
by thermal exchange with cooler air prior to passâge through a dehumidification and
cooling coil. The dehumidified and cooled air is then drawn back through the opposite
síde of the air-to-air heat exchanger to be heated. A set of dampers operated by an
actuator and controlled by a room temperature controller allows air to bypass the heat
exchanger to regulate the amount of air that passes through the heat exchanger
according to increases and decreases in room temperatures from sensible heat sources
such as solar heat gain, interior lighting, and body temperature.
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Figure 1 depicts conventional electric dehumidification technology which uses an
ordinary vapor compression cycle to dehumidify, cool and reheat the air. Conditions
entering the dehumidification and cooling coil require sufficient energy to lower air
temperature by 42o Fahrenheit. The air is tnen relreated to room tempärature through
the condenser coil.

ln comparison, Figure 2 depicts the new product which also uses an ordinary vapor
compression cycle. However, conditions entering the dehumidifying cooling coil'reqúire
cooling capacity to lower the air temperature only 160 Fahrenneit aé compãred w¡tn 4Z'
Fahrenheit with the conventional dehumidifier.

Lower coil entering conditions are the result of precooling and dehumidiflcation through
the air-to-air heat exchanger which is innovatively combined with an orcJinary uapãt
compression cycle to achieve extraordinary performance. ln the conventional
dehumidifier, a bypass around the cooling coil provides the balance of air needed to
meet the requirements of the condenser coil which is twice that required with the new
product.

Figure 3 depicts the details of the'dehumidification module of the new product. This unit
includes two stages of heat exchange and a damper arrangement for regulating
discharge air temperatu.re for cooling and dehumidification. All components used in this
unit are commerciafly aúailable.

BENEFITS
The key benefits of the energy-efficient technology are best understood when compared
with conventional electric dehumidification technology. First, like conventionat sysiems,
the energy-efficient technology uses an ordinary vapor compression cycle. However, in
the energy-efficient dehumidifier described in this Baper, lower tempêrature air enters
the cooling coil as a result of precoollng and dehumidifrcation through an air-to-air heat
exchanger. This innovative combination of a plate type air-to-air hea--t exchanger and an
ordinary vapor compression cycle results in reduced compressor capacity, thus the
system requires only. one-half the power of conventionat systems vrhen operating in the
dehumldification rnode.

A second key bene'fit can be seen through an analysis of air flow. While the air volume
across the'dehumidification coolirrg eoil is the same in both the energy-efficient and
converttional systemsi a conventional tJehu¡'nidifier incorporates a ¡ypãés aro¡,¡nd the '

cooling coil to provide the balance of air needed to satisfy the greatéi requirements of
the ':ondenser coi!. T'he total air volume is twice that requ¡reO w¡tl'r the energy-efficient
system and results in an increase i¡'r the capital cost and size of the air duct sysiem.

The new product improves upor, conventional air conditioning systems by regulating the
air conditioning cischarge temperatu¡'e and humidity to meet ihefluctuat¡ñg humidity-ancJ
temperature requirements of difierent applications. The new productY automaíicatty
adjusts to room conditions by responding to inpui trom both room temperature anð
humidity, thereby providing the means for total control over comfort, while optirnizing
energY use ' , '' l',
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Throughout North America, electric utility companies are sponsoring energy
conservation incentive programs to promote the application of energy efficient lighting,
motors, variable speed drives, window surface fìlm and other techniques that reduce
internal sensible heat gain and cooling loads. These techniques produce significant
reduction in the operating hours of cooling equipment, which results in substantial
energy savings.

However, in conventional air conditioning systems, reduced cooling operating hours lead
to higher indoor humidity which is typically remedied by reheating air after it is cooled
and dehumidified. This effectively forces the cooling equipment to run longer by
replacing the internal sensible heat eliminated in the conservation effof.

Hurnidity is fundamental to human comfort, yet conventional a.ir conrlitioning systems
control only ternperature. Conventional air conditioning systems produce excessì
humidity rnost of the time.

As the emphasis on humidity control grows, these efficient systems will allow electric
utilities to compete more effectively with fossil fuel-based desiccant systems, that are
more suited for controlling relative humidity below 30 percent.

The new product provioes significant potential for rapid market entry, because the
technology is understood and accepted by the network of Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration service and installation companies, currently in-place.

PRIOR RËSEARCH
Air-tc-air exchange has been used rrr humidity control applieations for mcre than 50
years. Ëarly applications included a low efficiency "Run-around circle" for humidíty
control, which is depicted in the Trane air conditioning manual.

The conventional vapor compression cycle was one of the first comnnercial humidity
control systems useci. By cooling the air below its clew point, condensing moisture and
then reheating, close humidity control can be attained. lt may appear that fhe "free heat"
produced by the compressor (heat of compression) and used for air reheating results in

optimum energv effectiveness. However, when comoaring conventional vapor
compression dehurnidifiers with the new produet, it becomes apparent that vrhat appears
obviôus is deceivirrg. Close observation reveals that the new product reguires one-half
the energy and air volume of comparably sized eonventiona! clehurnidifiers because the
air-to-air heat exchanger recovers 50 percent of the enthalpy difference bet¡,,.oen its
passes, providing precooling and dehumirJification at virtually no expense

The commercial availability of high efficiency plate type air-to-air heat exchangers in the
early 1970's opened the door to the¡r greater use in humiclity contro! applications. The
first applications useci plate type a¡r-to-air heat exchange''s as a means to recover waste
heat from dilution ventilation applications- 

.,

It was in the process oi designing a dilution ventilation system for humidity control in a
large indoor swimming pool early in the 1980's that rtew product's inventor developed
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the concepts that merged two different technologies (air{o-air heat exchangers and a
vapor compression cycle) in a synergistic combination.

ln 1986, a favorable evaluation of this system prototype was perforrned by the National
Bureau of Standards under a United States Department of Energy (DOE) grant program.
With respect to indoor swimming pools, the study stated "The inftnt¡on Éai the poténtial
to save .39 million barrels of rlil equivalent per year on the national scale if 5000 pools of
4300 square feet area each are equipped with this invention." The report continued
"Based on expected payback period of one year and a large existing markät, commercial
feasibility seems assured. "

ln 1989, a U.S. DOE grant was awarded to provicle a pre-production prototype
demonstration project. A system has been built and is awaiiing installation at one of
many demonstration sites under consideration. The system is désigned to remove 135
pounds per hour af 82o Fahrenheit and 50 percent relative humidity.

FUTURE RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION
4 two year project sponsored by the New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority (Energy Authority) and the Empire Staté- Electríc Energy
Research Corporation (ESEERCO) to design, develop, manufacture and field test
production-prototype units will begin in mid-1992. One field test is planned .tbr
dehumidification in the 40 to 50 percent range such as is found in supermarkets, while
another is planned for dehumidification ín the 50 to tio percent range st¡ch as is found in
indoor swimming pools (natatoriums).

Adequate supermarket dehr.¡rnidrfiørtlon rÞn Brovicie significant energy savings.
Lowering store humidity to the 40 to 45 percent range discourages icJbuildrp än
refrigeration coils, and thereby reduces energy-intensive defrost cyclés. Lower numiCity
also lessens the need for electric defrost heaters on refrigeration case doors.

According to information providecl b,y' ths Electric Power Research lnstitute (EpRl),
Supermarkets account for 4 percent of the energy consumed in the United btateé.
Refrigeration equipment accounts for 54 percent of supermarket energy consurnption. ltis estimated that more than l8 percent of superrnarket energy úse attributed to
refrigeration can be conserved through inore efficient dehumidificatior;.

Another area for energy savings is in indoor swimming pools, which typically use e water
source heat purnp to simuitaneously heat pool water and dehumiðity roôm air. The
coefficient of performance (COP) ior tfresä heat pumps using coníentional electric
dehumidification technology is about 2.O, a value rvhich is not-competitive with fossil
fuels. ln addition, the low COP and a year-round requirement for pool water heating'
have made indoor poois a prtme targer for cogenerai¡on systerns. The new elecfric
dehumidificatíon technology <Jescribed herein, wtr¡ctr has a COP of 4.Q or better, wil!
allow electric to compete with fossil fuel cogerreration.

This research project will conclude with an extensive technotogy transfer effort which will
include the production oí a vtoeo tape, an informational displ-áy, a rnarketing pacl<age,
and a final report published by the Energy A rilrority.
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DEHUMIDIFIER MODUL E
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